referred to cerebral excitation (Sargant & Shorvon 1945) .
The therapeutic effect of abreaction, like that of exorcism, is cleansing or cathartic -'chimney sweeping', as Breuer's patient called it in an undisguised metaphor (Breuer & Freud 1893) . Similar ideas pervade popular thinking about preserving physical, mental and spiritual health. In purgatory the soul is cleansed by suffering and expiation. Our grandparents and parents purged their bowels in preparation for Sunday in order to get rid of impurities which would, if faeces were retained, get into the blood and poison body and mind. Other impurities are thought to be carried away regularly in the menstrual flow; hence arises the idea that the flow is defiling, and in part also the malaise felt after the menopause. The evil which tempts boys to masturbate can be discharged, or at any rate brought under control, by brisk circuits. round the football field.
Such processes as these are the means by which what is impure or painful is got rid of, extruded or dismissed. This purpose may be served in other ways. At the extreme is St Matthew's injunction: '. . . if thy hand or thy foot offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee'. Less extreme are such psychological mechanisms as repression, dissociation, and projection. Painful memories of traumatic experiences are sealed off, 'excluded from association'. They are not at the disposal of patients in the way more commonplace memories are: '. . these experiences are completely absent from the patients' memory when they are in a normal psychic state, or are only present in a highly summary form'. They achieve 'psychic autonomy'.
They may emerge in dreaming or other dissociated states with 'the undiminished vividness of a recent event', and 'persist for a long time with astonishing freshness and with the whole of their affective colouring' (Breuer & Freud 1893) , sometimes so painfully that the patient pleads for surgical excision to get rid of them. This is impracticable because memories do not have a location. Another clinical effect of dissociation is depersonalization. Here is a patient's description of her experience of this symptom: 'There were two people. In the mirror I saw myself separately. It wasn't my face. It was me but not me. The person who spoke wasn't me. It was someone else. I was looking at myself from the outside. The me that was very small wasn't capable of controlling the other me who was busy upsetting everyone. It was terrifying'. The conscious person, the observer of the acting person residing usually behind the eyes, had moved outside her body. Another patient told me that during sexual intercourse her real self was outside her body, which she saw going through the motions. The depersonalized patient feels detached, remote from real events, or as if in a dream. Depersonalization like this persists while the testing of reality is in abeyance.
The other selfthe self who is observedmay achieve a more or less complete identity. At the extreme are the multiple personalities described by Prince (1921) , amongst others. Here is a literary example: Ivan in Dostoevsky's 'The Brothers Karamazov' (Dostoevsky 1880) addresses his diabolic visitor: 'Never for a moment have I taken you for reality . . . You're a lie, you're my illness, you're a phantom. I only don't know how to destroy you and I am afraid I shall have to suffer you for a time. You are my hallucination. You're the embodiment of myself, but only one side of meof my thoughts and feelings, but only the most vile and stupid'. Later he tells Alyosha: 'But he is me. . . me! All that is base, rotten and contemptible in me!' Many of those who have made use of the double or the other self as a literary theme have written from personal experience, notably, Dostoevsky, Strindberg after the 'Inferno', and opium takers like Poe. Doubling is often a dangerous symptom. There is a folk belief that seeing one's double is a prophesy of death. The dissociated part of oneself is to be destroyed; but to kill what is disowned is to destroy oneself. The patient may kill himself or another. Dorian Gray, in Oscar Wilde's story, in stabbing his other self in the portrait, killed himself. A patient of mine, a young man with a schizophrenic illness, stabbed an unkempt man he had never seen before, because he saw in his victim his other self.
Making whole
In the modern history of psychotherapy a turning point came after World War I in a debate, led on the one side by Brown (1920) and on the other by McDougall (1920) . Jung (1921) , after quoting the proverb 'What filleth the heart goeth out by the mouth', made the decisive comment: 'A traumatic complex brings about dissociation of the psyche ... The complex ... the shadow government for the ego ... is not under the control of the will and for this reason it possesses the quality of psychic autonomy ... it pounces ... like an enemy or wild animal ... the typical traumatic affect is represented in dreams as a wild and dangerous animal'. 'The essential factor', he concluded, 'is the dissociation of the psyche', and taking McDougall's side, ' The main therapeutic problem is not abreaction but how to integrate the dissociation', i.e. how to restore wholeness. Wholeness is to be rediscovered.
Freud had already reached a similar conclusion, and had written of one way in which integration comes about: 'A memory of such a trauma ... enters the great complex of associations, it comes alongside other experiences, which may contradict it, and is subjected to rectification by other ideas' (Breuer & Freud 1893 ). An autonomous idea can thus be assimilated if the resistances to its recall into consciousness are overcome. The undoing of repression therefore became for the psychoanalyst the main objective of treatment. Verbalization and communication were soon added as other objectives. The transference relationship creates the conditions in which these objectives can be reached. Integrating the dissociation in this way breaks down the psychological defence of repression; to dismiss or expel what is vile confirms it.
The debate continued desultorily between the wars. Since World War II there has been little interest in excitatory abreaction, which has had few advocates other than Sargant (Sargant & Slater 1972) . Exorcism, with its emphasis on the expelling of what has been disowned, has received little attention from psychotherapists preoccupied with working out methods of making whole. Nowadays, less importance is attached to the undoing of repression. The interpersonal processes maintaining dissociation are now of more interest than the intrapsychic processes. What then does integrating the dissociation mean fifty years after Jung's comment?
Open systems The fashionable model is the open system. The patient is regarded as a unit in a system composed of two or more persons interacting with one another in a more or less consistent way. A systema couple, for instanceis open if it forms part of one or more larger systems, such as a family or other social group. It shows homeostatic tendencies, reacting to external events in such a way as to preserve within limits the relationships to one another of those composing it. Homeostasis fails when an event occurs of special force or significance. This is a turning point or crisis. The system breaks down, and a period of instability follows until it becomes reorganized, i.e. a relationship on new terms is worked out.
The relationship of a husband and wife, made up by their assumptions about, and expectations of, each other, shows a degree of constancy despite changes in circumstances. The roles they play in relation to each other influence, and are influenced by, the conception each has of himself. The husband, let us suppose, sees himself as a faithful husband. To preserve this conception might protect him from the recurrence of the anxiety he experienced as a child as a result of his father's unfaithfulness, drinking and violence. The wife too has her reasons for preserving the pattern of the marriage. One evening at a party, let us suppose, he has a casual copulation. He can preserve his conception of himself as a faithful husband, nevertheless, if he dissociates or represses this experience. He may forget it, claiming that his memory of the events of the evening has been impaired by alcohol. Or he may say that he was not himself because of the effects of alcohol, or that his drinks had been laced, or that the devil had entered into him; he may see an affinity between this devil and the one who got into his father. Dissociation, a highly versatile mechanism, may make it possible for him to continue in his role of faithful husband while leading a double life with regular visits to a mistress.
One of the conditions in which the help of a psychotherapist may be invoked is when the defences which sustain his conception of himself and his relationship with his wife, begin to break down or become disabling in themselves. While the defences are maintained the relationship remains fixed. There is then a deadlock. Symptoms may appear, such as guilt over some other misdemeanour, compulsive hand washing, or preoccupation with the idea that he has venereal disease, or that his wickedness is being talked about on television, or that the devil is tempting him to further sinning. Such symptoms as these may allow him, with the backing of medical advice, to adopt a sick role, exempting him from normal social responsibilities.
The modern psychotherapist is likely to plan his treatment on the assumption that the patient's conception of himself should change, and that this can only happen if it is accompanied by a change in the terms of his relationship with his wife. The new terms, to which she too has to be a party, should take into account the fact of his unfaithfulness which should not be denied or dismissed. If he is excused at all from normal social responsibilities, it is to a limited degree for a limited time.
He may tell his wife of his transgression. Confession, when it acknowledges the assumptions and expectations on which the marriage has been based, may represent an attempt to restore the status quo. Once admitted, the sin can be forgiven and got rid of. The relationship can then continue much as before. On the other hand, if his affirmation of the basis of the marriage is unconvincing, or if it invites revision, his relationship with his wife becomes critical and breaks down. This is another condition in which help from a third party is invoked. The third party mediates. He intervenes in order to bring about change in their relationship and to reconcile them. He helps them to communicate with one another. Each tests his fantasies against the realities of the other. The need to speak in metaphors declines as each becomes able to acknowledge his anger, fear and sexual feelings. Their conceptions of themselves and each other undergo change; they become less rigid and less determined by past experience. The terms of their relationship can then be revised. As what has been dissociated becomes assimilated, each becomes a whole person who can interact freely, without subterfuge, and flexibly with the other.
The declared aims of exorcism are different. They are to dismiss what has already been disowned. It may be, however, that a reason why exorcism produces benefit in some cases is not that an evil spirit is expelled, but that the rite brings about reconciliation between the subject and others from whom he has been estranged as a result of his feelings of possession. The rite leads to his readmission into fellowship.
In dealing with this subject my personal feelings are a mixture of ignorance, desire to learn, and awe at the revelation of others' experience. This experience has been recorded in a number of writings and, very movingly, in a BBC Radio 3 broadcast on exorcism which included contributions from theologians, psychiatrists, practical workers such as medical social workers, and also the halting stories of the possessed. My awareness of my inexperience in the field makes me particularly indebted to the writings of others (see Trethowan et al. 1976 ).
Models and concepts I am a psychotherapist with a background in academic and clinical psychology. When viewing the phenomena of human behaviour and experience, particularly in the clinic, I find I impose order upon it using, at least initially, a simple psychoanalytic model. This relates to basic drives, the ego and defence structure, the superego and to interpersonal relationships. If it is impossible to order observations adequately using this model, then I attempt to reduce dissonance by using selected aspects of other models. Predominant among these are models of learning theory, social-cultural relativity, and what has been called the 'third force' in psychotherapy, the existential approach.
Models may be used either with conscious awareness or without awareness. Lawyers use the model of the reasonable man, statisticians think of the average man, and anthropologists warn about cultural and subcultural relativities. Others may work with models without conscious awareness: for example, the naive patient who explains his symptoms to himself; or an intellectually sophisticated, but psychologically unresponsive, scientist under stress who may admit only to headaches and never to a psychological abstraction such as anxiety.
Common life experience consists of a constant interaction between four processes: observation (sensation); experience of all sorts (perception, learning, feeling); speaking and language (attaching words to new phenomena); and conceiving (linking lower order ideas to
